Optimising water distribution systems using a weighted
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Abstract
Genetic algorithms (GAs) have become the preferred water system design optimisation technique for many researchers and
practitioners. The main reason for using GAs is their ability to deal with nonlinear complex optimisation problems. The
optimal decision in terms of designing, expansion/extending, addition or rehabilitation of water supply systems has to review
possible options and select a cost-effective and efficient solution. This paper presents a new approach in determining a penalty value depending on the degree of failure, of the set pressure criteria, and the importance of the link supplying a specific
node. Further modifications are also made in the cross-over and mutation procedures to ensure an increase in algorithm
convergence. EPANET, a widely used water distribution network simulation model, is used in conjunction with the proposed
newly developed GA for the optimisation of water distribution systems. The developed GA procedure has been incorporated
in a software package called GANEO, which can be used to design new networks, analyse existing networks and prioritise
improvements on existing networks. The developed GA has been tested on several international benchmark problems and has
proved to be very efficient and robust. The EPANET hydraulic modelling software as well as the developed GANEO software,
which performs the optimisation of the water distribution network, is freeware. The software provides a tool for consulting
engineers to optimise the design or rehabilitation of a water distribution network.
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Introduction
As a vital part of water supply systems, water distribution networks represent one of the largest infrastructure assets of industrial society. Simulation of hydraulic behaviour within a pressurised, looped pipe network is a complex task, which effectively
means solving a system of non-linear equations. The South African objective to provide ‘water for all’ makes it essential that
the limited capital has to be employed in such a way to provide
the maximum benefit. Optimising a relatively small system will
require numerous repetitive calculations. The discrete nature of
the network optimisation problem (pipe diameters) and the size
of the solution space make it virtually impossible to apply any
of the conventional optimisation techniques to find the global
optimum.
The development of hydraulic models in the last two decades improved the ability to simulate hydraulic behaviour of
large water distribution networks (Rossman, 2000). Most optimisation techniques are applicable when continuous variables
are evaluated. GAs are applicable when a large solution space
has to be searched, consisting of discreet variables, and it is now
accepted by most experts that the GA is the best technique for
network optimisation (Van Vuuren et al., 2005).
According to Michalewicz (1994), GAs can basically be
described as artificial evolution search methods based on the
theories of natural selection and mechanisms of population
genetics. GAs apply the principle of survival of the fittest in
a mathematical sense. In the evolutionary process, all species
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develop in such a way to improve their chances of survival and
quality of living. It therefore means that all species are striving
to a certain optimum, being physical, behavioural or otherwise.
In this paper a traditional GA is developed which incorporates
a unique penalty structure and tailored cross-over and mutation
procedures.

Problem formulation
The difficulty of optimising water distribution systems is mainly
due to the discrete nature of the variables and the size of the solution space. Many optimisation techniques can only be applied
to problems, which have continuous variables, unlike the pipe
diameter variables in the network optimisation problem. The
size of the solution space (the total number of possible solutions
to the problem) for the network optimisation problem can be calculated as the number of possible discrete pipe diameters to the
power of the number of pipes in the network.
A major problem for water supply authorities is to select those
components in a network that should be changed, increased or
replaced to ensure a sustainable service to the consumers at the
lowest cost. Water supply authorities are also faced with problems other than that of network design such as network calibration, operation and reliability. For each type of optimisation, the
main objective function, possible variables and the main constraints are summarised in Table 1.
A water supply distribution system consists of a complex
network of interconnected pipes, service reservoirs and pumps
that deliver water from the treatment plant to a consumer. The
distribution of water through the network is governed by complex, non-linear, non-convex and discontinuous hydraulic equations (Keedwell and Khu, 2005).
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